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Abstract. The preoperative diagnosis of T stage is important
in selecting limited treatments, such as laparoscopic proximal
gastrectomy (LPG), which lacks the ability to palpate the
tumor. Therefore, the present study examined the accuracy
of preoperative diagnosis of the depth of tumor invasion in
early gastric cancer from the view point of the indication for
LPG. A total of 193 patients with cT1 gastric cancer underwent LPG with gastrointestinal endoscopic examinations and
a series of upper gastrointestinal radiographs. The patients
with pT1 were classified into the correctly diagnosed group
(163 patients, 84.5%), and those with pT2 or deeper were
classified into the underestimated group (30 patients, 15.5%).
Factors that were associated with underestimation of tumor
depth were analyzed. Tumor size in the underestimated group
was significantly larger; the lesions were more frequently
located in the upper third of the stomach and were more
histologically diffuse, scirrhous, with infiltrative growth,
and more frequent lymphatic and venous invasion. For
upper third lesions, in univariate analysis, histology (diffuse
type) was associated with underestimation of tumor depth.
Multivariate analysis found that tumor size (≥20 mm) and
histology (diffuse type) were independently associated with
underestimation of tumor depth. gastric cancer in the upper
third of the stomach with diffuse type histology and >20 mm
needs particular attention when considering the application
of LPG.
Introduction
Laparoscopic proximal gastrectomy (LPG) has been established as a minimally invasive and function‑preserving
surgery for early gastric cancer located in the upper third
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of the stomach (1,2). The indications for LPG are usually
determined based on the preoperative evaluation of tumor
stage. However, the accuracy of preoperative evaluation
of tumor depth for early gastric cancer is reported to be
only 92.2‑96.4% (3,4). In addition, patients who undergo
proximal gastrectomy and have the depth of tumor underestimated preoperatively have a higher frequency of
recurrence (5). Therefore, adequate preoperative evaluation for gastric cancer staging is essential to develop an
individualized treatment with minimal lymphadenectomy
and gastrectomy.
Advance in the field of nanotechnology has also been
involved in cancer diagnosis and therapy which may applicable for treating early gastric cancer (6,7). However, these
techniques are developing, and we are waiting for the clinical
data comparing current surgical treatment.
In this study, we evaluated the accuracy of preoperative
diagnosis of tumor depth in patients with early gastric cancer
located in the upper third of the stomach in order to safely
select optimal candidates for LPG.
Patients and methods
Patients. One hundred ninety‑three patients who were
diagnosed with clinical (c) T1 gastric cancer underwent laparoscopic gastrectomy at National Defense Medical College
Hospital from 2009 to 2015. Tumor invasion of gastric cancer
conformed to TNM classification. Laparoscopic gastrectomy
has been performed for cases with tumor invasion up to
T3 regardless of lymph node metastasis in our department.
Laparoscopic proximal gastrectomy was indicated in whom
tumor invasion was preoperatively evaluated to be cT1,
otherwise total gastrectomy was employed. The tumor depth
was evaluated by the findings of gastrointestinal endoscopic
examinations and upper gastrointestinal radiograph series.
For each case, three experts who had more than 10 years of
experience in the performance of laparoscopic gastrectomy
were included for evaluation of tumor depth. No patient
underwent preoperative endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) during
this period.
We defined patients who were diagnosed with pathological
(p) T1 as the correct group and those diagnosed with pT2 or
deeper as the underestimated group. The clinical and pathological records of the patients were retrospectively evaluated
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for tumor size, location, depth, gross type, histology (Lauren's
classification), lymphatic invasion, and venous invasion by
confirming the pathological report. We investigated which
pathological factors might have caused an underestimation.
The clinical, pathological, and final findings of the patients
were described according to the third English edition of the
Japanese Classification of Gastric Carcinoma (JCGC), which
was edited by the Japanese Gastric Cancer Association (8). The
study protocol was reviewed and approved by the Institutional
Review Board at the National Defense Medical College, and
written informed consent was obtained from every patient
before the study.
Statistical analysis. The statistical analyses were performed
using the software package JMP pro 11.0.0 (SAS Institute,
Cary, NC, USA). The data are expressed as the mean ± standard
error. Statistical analyses were performed using the
Mann‑Whitney U test, chi‑square test, or Fisher's exact test,
whichever was considered appropriate. Multivariate analysis
was performed using step‑wise selection according to the
previous report (9). In brief, we select the largest variable
selection statistic for the log hazard ratio from all the variables at first. Variables are fetched according to importing
criteria. Every time one variable is fetched, it checks whether
there is one that fulfills the same eviction criterion as the
decreasing method among the already captured variables, if
there is any, retrieves that variable and continues fetching
the variable further. Then, when there are neither variables
to fetch nor variables to be driven out, the selection of variables is ended. This method has a feature of choosing a small
number of variables that contribute to the log hazard ratio at
a high ratio. P‑values of <0.05 were considered statistically
significant.
Results
The demographic data of patients with cT1 gastric cancer who
underwent laparoscopic gastrectomy are shown in Table I. One
hundred and sixty‑three (84.5%) patients were correctly diagnosed and 30 patients (15.5%) were underestimated. There was
no difference in the age, sex, body mass index (BMI), tumor
circumference, or gross type of tumor between the 2 groups.
The underestimated group had a significantly larger tumor size
and a higher incidence of upper third tumor location, diffuse
type, and scirrhous type of stroma than the correct group. In
addition, the underestimated group had a higher frequency of
INFc growth pattern and more extensive lymphatic and venous
invasion.
We examined preoperative clinical factors that may affect
underestimation of tumor depth by univariate and multivariate
analyses (Table II). Univariate analysis revealed that the tumor
size (≥ 20 mm) and the tumor location (upper third of the
stomach) were associated with the underestimation of tumor
depth. In addition, multivariate analysis revealed that the tumor
size (≥20 mm), the tumor location (upper third of the stomach),
and histology (diffuse type) were independently associated
with the underestimation of tumor depth.
Next, we evaluated the clinicopathological findings among
patients whose tumor was located in the upper third of the
stomach (Table III). There was no difference in the age, sex,

type of operation, BMI, tumor circumference, or gross type of
tumor between the groups. Univariate analysis revealed that
histology (diffuse type) was associated with the underestimation of tumor depth. In addition, multivariate analysis using
step‑wise selection revealed that the tumor size (≥20 mm) and
histology (diffuse type) were independently associated with
the underestimation of tumor depth (Table IV).
We divided the patients into four groups according to
the combination of histology and tumor size. All patients
with intestinal type of histology and small tumors (<20 mm)
were correctly diagnosed, whereas 75% of patients with a
diffuse type of histology and a larger tumor (≥20 mm) were
underestimated (Table V).
Discussion
In Japan, standard surgeries for gastric cancer are total
gastrectomy or distal gastrectomy with D2 lymphadenectomy.
However, the pathological analyses of resected specimens have
shown that lymph node involvement occurs in fewer than 20%
of patients with early gastric cancer in Japan (3,10) and such
standard surgeries can cause persistent functional disorders and
significantly reduce a patient's quality of life. According to the
Japanese guidelines for gastric cancer, we can apply limited
resections such as proximal gastrectomy for T1 cancer (11,12).
Diagnosis of the depth of gastric cancer is essential for determining the therapeutic strategy because the tumor depth
correlates with lymph node metastasis (11). In this study, we
examined the accuracy of the evaluation of depth of tumor
invasion in early gastric cancer and we evaluated indications for
LPG, and the study revealed the following 2 important findings.
First, the frequency of underestimation was markedly
increased in cases with diffuse type histology. Our findings
support and extend the previous reports indicating that accurate
preoperative diagnosis of tumor depth is generally more difficult in diffuse type gastric cancer than in intestinal type gastric
cancer (13). Kim et al reported that histologically undifferentiated types of tumors were associated with lower diagnostic
accuracy of endoscopic assessments of the depth of tumor
invasion as compared to differentiated types of tumors (14).
The reason why the diffuse type tends to be underestimated
is that diffuse‑type cancer presents with infiltrative growth
under the mucosa whereas intestinal type cancer presents with
expansive growth. This finding also suggests a reason why the
tumor size is larger in the underestimated group.
Second, clinically early gastric cancer in the upper third of
the stomach has a tendency to be underestimated. Diffuse type
of tumor commonly derives from the fundic gland. We found
that 27% (10/37) of cases were underestimated in upper third
cT1 gastric cancer. This suggests that an inadequate procedure,
LPG, may affect 27% of patients because LPG is not indicated
for cT2 gastric cancer.
To improve the accuracy of diagnosis of tumor depth, EUS
may be effective. A meta‑analysis of 46 studies demonstrated
the sensitivity and specificity of EUS to distinguish T1 vs. T2
were 0.85 (95% CI 0.78 to 0.91) and 0.90 (95% CI 0.85 to 0.93),
respectively (15). However, EUS requires advanced techniques
for evaluating early gastric cancer or gastric cardia cancer (16),
and it is reported that EUS frequently underestimates tumor
depth in cases located in the upper third of the stomach (17).
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Table I. Demographic data of patients with cT1 gastric cancer.
Correct group (n=163)

Underestimate group (n=30)

P‑value

Age (years)
68.0±10.2
66.0±13.1
0.777
Male/female
124/39
21/9
0.479
Body mass index
22.4±3.1
22.0±2.5
0.596
Tumor size (mm)
31.8±21.0
46.2±31.7
0.012
Tumor location			
Upper third
27 (16.6%)
10 (33.3%)
0.047
Middle third
60 (36.8%)
12 (40.0%)
Lower third
76 (46.6%)
8 (26.7%)
Circumferences			
Ant/post
37/61
5/15
0.278
Gre/less
29/80
4/18
0.406
Tumor depth			
pT2		
17 (56.7%)
pT3		
11 (36.7%)
pT4		
2 (6.7%)
Lymph nodal metastasis			
cN0
161 (84.7%)
29 (100%)
0.493
cN1
3 (15.3%)
0 (0%)
Gross type			
Elevated
47 (28.7%)
5 (31.3%)
0.969
Flat
12 (7.3%)
1 (6.3%)
Depressed
105 (64.0%)
10 (62.5%)
Histology			
Intestinal type
115 (70.6%)
15 (50.0%)
0.027
Diffuse type
48 (29.5%)
15 (50.0%)
Stroma			
Int
46 (66.7%)
13 (44.8%)
0.005
Med
13 (18.8%)
3 (10.3%)
Sci
10 (14.5%)
13 (44.8%)
Infiltrative growth			
a
11 (15.9%)
1 (3.5%)
<0.001
b
48 (69.6%)
13 (44.8%)
c
10 (14.5%)
15 (51.7%)
Lymphatic invasion			
ly (‑)
127 (77.4%)
8 (27.6%)
<0.001
ly (+)
37 (22.6%)
21 (72.4%)
Venous invasion			
v (‑)
134 (81.7%)
7 (24.1%)
<0.001
v (+)
30 (18.3%)
22 (75.9%)
Data are expressed as the mean ± SD.

For preoperative diagnosis of the tumor depth in early gastric
cancer, it may be necessary to understand the features and
limitations of clinical findings completely, especially for
lesions located in the upper third of the stomach.
This study has certain limitations. This study was single
institutional retrospective design and had relatively small
number of patients. In addition, this study included only the

patients with cT1 cases who underwent LPG. Thus, it is necessary to conduct a multicenter, prospective, randomized study
in order to verify our data.
The preoperative evaluation of the tumor is important in
terms of prediction of the lymph node metastasis. In this regard,
sentinel node navigation surgery (SNNS) should be promising
to evaluate the validity of reduction surgery (18). If the efficacy
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Table II. Univariate and multivariate analysis of the factors that may affect underestimation of tumor depth in cT1 gastric cancer.
Univariate analysis
Multivariate analysis
	‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑	‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑
Odds ratio
95% CI
P‑value
Odds ratio
95% CI
P‑value
Age (years)

Male/female
Male
Body mass index
Tumor size
≥20 mm

Tumor location
Upper third
Gross type
Depressed

Histology
Diffuse type

0.99

0.96‑1.03

0.697			

0.85
0.95

0.35‑2.17
0.82‑1.09

0.716			
0.442		

6.09

1.74‑38.7

0.003

6.61

1.82‑42.9

0.002

2.67

1.09‑6.30

0.033

3.99

1.49‑10.8

0.006

0.94

0.33‑2.87

0.904			

2.19

0.98‑4.91

0.057

2.88

1.19‑7.20

0.019

Table III. Demographic data of patients with cT1 upper third gastric cancer.

Age (years)
Male/female
Body mass index
Tumor size (mm)

Correct group (n=27)

Underestimated group (n=10)

P‑value

71.4±9.4
21/6
22.5±2.8
32.7±24.1

71.9±7.6
8/2
22.3±2.2
44.8±34.5

0.932
0.884
0.871
0.266

Tumor size, mm			
>=20
17 (63.0%)
9 (90.0%)
<20
10 (37.0%)
1 (10.0%)

0.110

Operation			
Total gastrectomy
11 (40.7%)
4 (40.0%)
0.968
Proximal gastrectomy
16 (59.3%)
6 (60.0%)
Circumferences			
Ant/post
6/9
0/6
0.067
Gre/less
3/18
3/5
0.168
Lymph nodal metastasis			
cN0
26 (96.3%)
10 (100%)
cN1
1 (2.7%)
0 (0%)
Gross type			
Elevated
11 (40.7%)
2 (40.0%)
Flat
3 (11.1%)
0 (0%)
Depressed
13 (48.2%)
3 (60.0%)

0.537

0.714

Histology			
Intestinal type
25 (92.6%)
6 (60.0%)
0.017
Diffuse type
2 (7.4%)
4 (40.0%)

Stroma			
Int
13 (86.7%)
5 (50.0%)
0.028
Med
2 (13.3%)
1 (10.0%)
Sci
0 (0%)
4 (40.0%)
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Table III. Continued.
Correct group (n=27)

Underestimated group (n=10)

Infiltrative growth			
a
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
b
15 (69.6%)
5 (50.0%)
c
0 (0%)
5 (50.0%)
Lymphatic invasion			
ly (‑)
19 (70.4%)
2 (20.0%)
ly (+)
8 (29.6%)
8 (80.0%)
Venous invasion			
v (‑)
18 (66.7%)
1 (10.0%)
v (+)
9 (33.3%)
9 (90.0%)

P‑value
0.002

0.010
0.003

Table IV. Univariate and multivariate analysis of the factors that may affect underestimation of tumor depth in cT1 upper third
gastric cancer that can be detected before the operation.
Univariate analysis
Multivariate analysis
	‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑	‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑
Odds ratio
95% CI
P‑value
Odds ratio
95% CI
P‑value
Age (years)
Male/female
Male
Body mass index
Tumor size
≥20 mm
Gross type
Depressed
Histology
Diffuse type

1.01

0.92‑1.10

0.879			

1.14
0.98

0.21‑8.91
0.70‑1.32

0.883			
0.893			

5.29

0.80‑105.1

0.087

1.16

0.23‑13.8

0.625			

8.33

1.32‑71.6

0.024

Table V. Association between underestimation of tumor depth
in cT1 upper third gastric cancer and histology and tumor size.
Histology,
tumor size
Intestinal, <20 mm
Intestinal, ≥20 mm
Diffuse, <20 mm
Diffuse, ≥20 mm

Correct group
(n=27) (%)

Underestimated
group (n=10) (%)

9 (100)
16 (72.7)
1 (50.0)
1 (25.0)

0 (0)
6 (27.3)
1 (50.0)
3 (75.0)

9.46

14.01

1.04‑318.7

1.69‑306.0

0.046

0.013
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